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Abstract
This report deals with the teaser prodact of tw e C '-algebraa aad w ith the som u  
th a t can be defined on the  teaser product which m a le  it h i e  a  C -a lgeb ra . la  pa- 
ticular, it  dsacuiaee the  (ho  most im portant C*-norme, the projective and injective 
C*-norrnat and i t  show# th a t are respective!/ the largest and smallest C -no rm s 
tha t can be placed <m the temsM product a t two C -algebraa. The state  spaces at the 
tensor product under these norms are examined and identifications between the state 
spaces and certain spaces of functions are demonstrated.
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Pre& c«
Given two vector spaces B  and F , we may consider the algebraic tenser product 
E & F .  & k  natural to  examine what type of sp. «-e JB® F  is, depending on w hat type 
df spaces E  and F are. Thu#, for s*&mple, if E  and F  u e  ncrmed gptcea, E ® F  can 
be made into a  normed space in various ways.
This reeeardt report txaeiders a  simihar question for C -algebra#  Specifically, if 
E  and F e e  C -algebrae, how is it possible to  fctf'm E  & F  into a  C -a lgebra?  The 
immediate problem is tha t B® F  ia, in general, not complete. I t  is therefore necessary 
to  examine w hat norms can be defined on B?$> F  which satisfy the properties of a 
C*-Borra, and to complete E ®  F  with respect to such a  norm, in order to  obtain a 
C '-algebra.
Chapter 1 introduces the fundamental d e f '" tu  ne, ideas and notation which are 
required, and lists some of the im portant results which will be used in the course of the 
report. Certain elementary facts about C ’-algebrae and tensor products sue assumed.
Chapter 2 begins our investigation of the two m m - im portant C -norrna which 
can be defined on the tensor product of two C -algebrcs, the m in  and m ax  norms. 
These norms are defim J , and it w dhown tihid not cnly ure they indeed C e-norms, 
but they are also crow-norBMi in the usual sense. We prove easily t W  the max norm 
to the greatest possible C*-nerm which can be defined on the tensor product ... swo 
C -algebrae. We then establish, via a  somewhat kugthy  s«|uence of rem its ending 
with Theorem 5.15, tha t the rain norm i* the smailest possible C '-norm . We also show 
th#d ail C*-norim w e crues-norms.
Chapter S to devoted bo a  consideration of the state  spaces. We examine how 
the various norms or the tensor product of two C*-algebras affect the resulting state 
spacca Two different approaches to this question are presented. The first approach 
makes use of results concerning completely ,/oeitive maps, while the second approach 
to based on the concept of separating sets Along the way we discuss the important 
idea of the enveloping C -a lgeb ra  of an involutive Banach algebra, and we also prove 
an apparently new result, Theorem 3.4.
The notation throughout the report to quite standard. Definitions, lemmas Mid 
theorems are numbered consecutively in each section. Unless the chapter number to 
given explicitly, quotations of any numbered definition, lemma or theorem always refer 
to  the same chapter in which the reference to made.
1 would like to acknowledge the invaluable assistance and guidance of my super­
visor, Dr C. C. A. Labuachagne, I would also like to  thank Professor J. N. Ridley for 
his help in discovering the power of T^C.
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This brief opening chapter introduces the basic concepts, definitionc, and notati in 
concerning tensor products, C '-atgeW as, M id representations tha t we wifl m e. It also 
Ikts some of the fundamental rem its which we will need. Section 3 proves a useful 
extension result for C*-aigebras w ithout identity elements.
|2 .T h e  B a sic  I d ea s
Let At and A$ be C '-algebrae. We will m e  the usual notation A | ® A* to denote 
the algebra!. tensor product of A, and A, Then At ® A t is an involutive algebra
under the natural definiticms:
(ei #  **)(yi ® m ) =  *iVi ® *iys,
® * i t *i»yi €  A ,, **,?! e  A ,
We will consider what notiia we can place on A*® A# whiib will enable us to turn 
A | ® As into a  C '-algsbra.
As usual, if A is a  C -algebra, then A' denotes the space of all bounded (i.e. 
continuous) linear functionals on A K a m a  norm on At ® A#, we say tha t a  is a 
e ro ss -n o rm  if.
(1) 11*1 ®xaHe =  !l*ii|ll*«H for all *1 €  A i, r , €  Aa;
(2) if €  A ,, *4 €  A',, then * i@ * a i*  cootinoue on At ® A* with respect to the 
norm a  and the functional norm satisfies ||S | ® s^U <
We know that if * is any element of a C -a lgeb ra  A, then x  can be uniquely 
expressed in the form * =  * : +  **j, where *i and t 2 are hermitian elements of A such 
tha t ||* ,|j < ||* ||, ||*a|| < ||*|| [Dixmier, [2], M .4 |. If r  is any hermitian element of A, 
then * can be written in the form * =  ** -  *s , where c , and * , are positive elements 
^  A such th a t ||* i|| < ||*||, ||*sll S N | ,  and ||*|| *  ||* J | -f ||*i|} [Dixmier, [2], 1.5.7]. 
A linear functional w on A is poaltW a if w(*" *) >  0 for all * e  A. All positive linear 
functional on a  C -a lgeb ra  ire  continuous end satisfy Ijwii =  y ( l )  if the C -algeb ra  
has an idrotity element [Dixmier, [2], 2.1.4). If /  is a  hermitian functional on A, then 
/  can be uniquely expressed in the form / = = / , -  /*, where / ,  and f% are positive 
linear functionals on A such tha t | | / | |  =  |j/,jj 4- ||/|H  [Takesaki, (6], 1112.1 and 111.4.2).
If /f  is a Hilbert space, then £ {E )  will 4<mote the space of all bounded lin­
ear maps from B  into itself, A re p re se n ta tio n  of A, #  A , will always mean a
1
• - rep re sen t*  H on; namely, * ia a  representation ui A i ® A* if *  mapc As #  A t  into 
C{H ) for seme Hilbert space i f  and satisfiefi, fc* all z ,y  €  A , ® A3, A €  C ;
e(Az) =: Ar(z)
»(* +  ») =  *(*) + t)
r (a y )  =  r(z)jr(y) (wkere the HHS B»ilti|dicatioB is rampneitien in f ( S ) )  
and # (* • ) - (» (* ) )* .
11 g  is a  Hilbert spaas mad M  is a  subnet df Jti, then \M] denotes the closed suhipace 
of H  spanned by h i. Of ir hi a  -cpre^ntation of a C e-aJgebra A on a  Hilbert space 
fif, then r (A )E  is defined aa e (A )E  «  {»{*){ : * €  A, (  €  E } , and r  is called 
ncmdegemmrate if [»(A)E] coincides with the whole of H
Suppose A is a C -a lgebra . If w% m a  reprasentaSson of A on a  Hilbert space Bf% 
and e i  h  a  representation of A on a  Hilbert space B%, then s% and tr* Me and  to 
he u n lta r f ly  equSvalent if there exists an bem etry V from E j onto H% roch tha t 
Cfsi(z)£Z* «  r a(s) for all z  €  A. We will repeatedly mn.ke use of the correspondence 
between positive linear functionals on A acd, represent; tions of A: H w is a  positive 
linear functional on A, there corresponds uniquely, within unitary equivalence, a rep­
resentation r w of A c i a Hilbert space B mt and a vector 5* €  E w, such tha t: (i) 
(»w(A)(wj — («>} w(z) =  ) for all if €  A W« call vw the eycUc rep­
resentation of A induced by w, and Cw »  callsd a cyclic *«ctor far [TalMsakt, [«], 
19-14). In this case ||w[| «  ( (# ,(# )  (Dixmier, [?j, 2.4,3]. Thus if ||w|| =  1, then &  «  
a unit vector If A w mot a  C  " algebra but just an involutive algebra, this association 
between pemtive linear functionals on A and representations of A can still be made 
[EF.tw and Lance, [3], pg 8].
Let A be a C  -algebra and, far each i €  / ,  let *, be a representation of A on a 
Hilbert space L\. Let E  be the direct sum Hilbert space YL%t E ,. Ptur each vector 
< -  53<€/ €• €  E  rod * €  A, put » (* )(  =  5 3 * / *•(*)(<• T ten  it is easy to see tliat 
e  is a repmmiitatioii of A on H , called the direct m m  of the family (vj : 1 A /} , and 
denoted by 5 3 * /  ** ITakesak1, (6], 1.9.15]. Every representation of A can lie uniquely 
expressed as the direct sum df a  trivial representation and a  nondegenerate represen­
tation, (Dixmier, [2], 2.2.6), so we will often restrict our attention to nondegenerate 
representation Notice th a t by (t) above, all cyclic "epreeentatiosx arc noadsgetH,r^ 
ate. Cyclic representations are pMtkuljurly important became ever'  mondegemerste 
representation of a C -a lgeb ra  is a  direct sum of cyclic representations [Thkesaki, [6], 
L917].
A representation w is fa ith fu l if »(*) #  C fiw monxero x We knew th s t 
every C -algeb ra  has a  faithful representation; indeed, every C -a lg eb ra  is tarmostiicaUy
isomorphic to  a closed subalgebra of £{fif) lor m tm  H ibM t spam t l  i, (6j,
2
1.9.18]. C iiea  *  repreteatfttioa w of A o e  ■ HUbert tpace H , s  <iee«4 tybspace M  of 
ie tilled  aa -r.variant subepace o f*  If r (* )M  C A# for every s  €  A. A representation 
# is Irred u c ib le  if H  aad {0} era the only invariant aubepaces of w.
S t.A D iim onoN  o r  Idlntities
If A »  a  C -alg^M a w ithout an iuentity element, then we can embed A in a  C '-  
algebra with to the usual way {Takm M , f6], I.1A]. W* obviously mmd to
examine bow this sAseto tiba tensor product «f W o C'-algebraa. We know th a t w to 
a  M presenttiita of A , #  A*, then there extoa unique repreaenf i t i tms » i of At and e* 
04 A* ettch th a t v (* i 0  «s) «  n i(* t)F«(*t) =  Fs(*»)ei{*i) Sor afl m  €  A*, *# €  A*. 
We call *4 the retoErictioe e# »  to  A*, i =  1,2 ]1bhe#aki, |<q, IV.4.1].
Bmce we get;
T h e o rem  8.1. t e l  Aj and A , be C '-afgebraa, and (A i)/ and (A s)/ the C*-*igebrw  
obtained fcy adjunction o f  identitim  to A t  and A , reapectii'ely, i f  necessary T ien  any 
C*-acem ^  o f A , 0  As can be extended to a  C '-norm  o f ( A \) j  ® (A s)/.
Protof: Let AgS^A* denote the completion df A | @ As with respect to  the /9-norm.
Since d  to a C*-norm A ^ y A ,  to a  C -a lgeb ra . Let * be an isometric representation 
of A iS flAs, so tha t |je ||f  «  ]|$r(a)|t far all c  ^  Ai ® As-
Let *4 be die restriction of r  to  A*, i =* 1,2. Then r i(x < )e s(a t)  =  * s(x s)* i(* i) for 
all *i €  A ,, * j €  As
DeSne * f  on (A<)j by »f(*,A ) »  »<(*) +  A, x €  A*, A e C .
Then r f  to easily seen to  be a representation of (A ,)/ which coincides with jt* on 
A,, i =  1 ,1
We want to define a  representation on (A ,) / ® (A ,)/ which extendto jr. The natural 
wsgr to do this to by defining e 0(»t ® et ) =  r f (s i) r? (« s ) , *t €  < A |),, «s €  (A s)/, and
ext«id hy linearity to  the whole of (A*)/ ® (As)/.
But this to only well defined if e f(* t )e |(* s ) =  es( , s), i ( , i)  ^  «i €  (A t)/, za €
(A s)/; i.e. the ranges of r f  and e f  most commute.
But this to indeed true, far, if s  ^ =  (s ,,A iI, s* €  A*, Ai €  C , i =  1,2, 
then
»i(* t)*s(*s) =  (« i(* i )+  A i)(* i(* s)+  As)
32 ■,i{*i)*«(**) +  A i» i(* t) +  A sr |(« i)  +  A/As,
while
*s(* * h f(* i)  =  (*t(*«) +  A s)(r ,(s ,)  +  A*)
"  * s(* i)* i(* i)  +  A se i(s i)  +  Ai»s(*s) +  AsAf.
3
# * « # « , «  M ,) , .  1 « (X ,) ,
T&m **, *#m «d h f  **(«: # m )  *  * f (* :)» X W , *i *  (A :) ,, «, *  (A ,) ,,  W m *«U 
W M d  M M W W b m  W ( A j ;  *  (A ,) ,.
C k d y  ** * ,& * & # «  A , #  A ,, « =  *hm
-  E L :  *M"w)*M"w) -  E L : »:(»: -  E L :  *(«« # « « : ) -  * (4
M w  m m w g *  cm ( A : ) ,# ( A , ) ,  I*  M U ' =  #"* (4 1  * "  #1 « e  ( A : ) :# ( A ,) f .  
T k m f  k « W , . C 4 « m m  ( A ,) ,* ( A ,) , .m d  M r  -  k " W I  -  M  M -  M U  
W * m # « A : * A ,
w  m em  f *  «m (A:)« #  (A ,) , ««Wm& lh» « =  f  o* A : @ A ,
#o &# ## th# Do*m Im Wmm* pp"d#cW of C ^ ' f oWo# k  oomooomod,
w  mo#, mkkooA h m  of #moool%, mo^lo* «m  offmdom to  C  .olgitooo «W &  rm dok 
"domfWf okmmdo. By Id m ff jk #  « : o m d ^ B l .m o m if ^ p m d  f : oo m C  i« lid# ili:o  
id  A : #  A ,, omd, &# Idom U tkg m, omd :  #  om mo# do A o oomo h #  A ,
C hapter 3
T h e M m  AMD M ax norm s
§1. Introduction
This chapter introduces the m in  and m as norms. After giving t  
show tha t they satisfy all the properties df a  C '-norm , and then we prove tha t they 
are crcas-norms. After noting th a t mam m the largest C*-norm, we present  a  sequence 
of results which establishes tha t m in is the smallest C*-norm. We end the chapter by 
proving th a t att C '-norm s are cross-norms.
12 .T h e  M ax  N orm
D efin ition  2.1: H A; and A , are C*-algebras, and % €  A% »  Aa, then 
IN U e* -  sap{II»C*}!l : » runs through ail represeotations of Ai ® A#}
To prove tha t this is indeed a  C -a lg eb ra  norm, we begin by noting tha t 
r(0 ) -  0 for all representation r  r* 4 | ® A j, so ||0||ww* =  0.
Then, for all A G C and x ,y  G A* ® A#,
I M —  -  " V . M M I  -  " # . I M « ) I  -  ™ p .l* ll« M I  -  W * " P .M " ) I  
- W M — .
I«  +  »#—  -  + nX -» +  " i* ) l
S  " # . ( M « ) I  +  M * ) l )  -  +  ««p.0M*MD
“  INIIr^e + Ijyllmes.
I M —  -  " * . M " M # ) I
^  ^  "  M — M —
P  -  f ( v )  k  « C  i  i# .» r«)
-  (— -  M L r
Once we have dhown tha t s  #  0  =» ||e|jm«« #  0, then we will have demonstrated tha t 
IMUee is a  e -n o rm , called the la-ojaetlve C -n o rm , and the completion of A* ® A, 
^  under || ||wea will be a C -a lgebra , denoted by At$ mMAt and called the projective
C -te n so r  product of Aj and Aj.
I#  T*m M m  Mom#
M  * i .» t  be repreeenution. of A ,, A , on the Hilbert epeeee B U B ,  reepectively. 
TL— —  —  ^ --------- '  ^  ^ ----------------,  ^  |
® i ® by * (* )  -  $32 ., » t(* u ) ® * :(* * ), wkeee » i» espeeeeat •» e  =  $3T«, «n  #  
*L . *w €  A ,, « *  €  A#, lor i =  1,
psmee b sk #  «k #  IM» e«We#y h  m MpemmWem. smd ##  AmeLe # & , , , #  , ,
D efin ition  3.1 If A , end As are O'.algebras, sad s  E Ai #  A ,, then 
M » i.  "  " P (K * i thereigh n# eepmnmlmUemn «f A ,, f m 1,3}
In the nonsne «f A w W ,  thee |  the yeopeetke «f m neim, #»  « #
e b w  then " I # e *  In W eed n e ^ s m e l i l lun m W u ne Ihnt M - '  g  M -  hn W
* 6  A i®  A ,
Oee»|y M  ' " 0 .
l b  show th a t t|A*letfe =  jX |||« |—« for aD * €  t i  ® A ,, A €  C , we first show that
(»i e  *i)(A s) =  A(*i e  *iK *).
T h a t la c la n s |y k n a lfA  =  O . K A ^ O , t h a m A n w $ % , n w # n K  K » A  only if 
n - E L ,  }nw#% ai
9o,
(»! «  »t)(A*) =  5 ^ n i ( » „ )  «  r , ( i K)
=  * #  » •(* » )
•at I
*  M 't  ® *»)(*)•
Thus
M k w .  -  endK n,#w ,X ln)l =  enp#A(n,*n,Xn)# -  |A|snp |(n ,#n ,X n)#  -  |A|MLe._
N "  fot n,y e  A | #  A#, n =  $32., n w #nw , 3 -  $3%! fog #  Ms
Hut a , ,  =  s u ,  t =  I  n, and =* ytt-m, • *= * + l,- - .,n  +  m, and define ■ =
similarly.
TheB
("» *  t X n )  +  (#1 #  nsXh) -  2Z  ni(nw) #  n,(n&) +  n,(Mg) @ n,(Ms)
<*1 J-wI
-  2 ,  * t ( < r ) # n , % )
-  (n i# n ,X n  +  , )  (alnean +  y -  % ] n t ,# n 4 J
e
W  +  ltw m  =  * # # (**  # n * x * d  #M "  #  " » )M  +  (n : #  n*)W #
& « * (# ( " :  *  n«)W I +  l(« i #  n X #)D  
"  "# # (n i #  * i ) M I + —##(*1 *  n X * )!,
+  & M L tm  +  M m h .
thw* I 'y l ,  & M  M
We B@#e tha t
( T i# n»X *X ni# M l W -
U«sl J J«I
=  *  n » (n )n i(* W )
*■1 jfel 
*8=1 |S=I
— (» : #  n»Xn#) (b#c—  my »  ^  5 ^  * u * i!  #  *wMi)
4*1 jsel
&,
9n 4 « . »  "X M nt #  niXn*M  -  " # # (n i  #  n X ^ X 't  *  *«X*)]
& *8341(1 *  lX " )# # (n i  #  l X * X  
S  H 3#(n i #  lX n ) # * 8 3 # ( l  #  iX f M ,
wh&A prove# ihat
W  s  k # —. W - t .
MnaUy, #« Aaw than ||n"M-*» -  IHUa, (*Mc#y ap aah ag, tMalaaan air iaaafy, ataca
aa? al#h«a aaaaa Aaaalaatad by a C ^ a m  la WaaX a C -aaem  [BlacW, [l|, OoaaUaay
*w
Ma* -  lham a  -  E L in w * n a a .8 W a a ^  = a ,' k a  '  — l,%, y =
Thaa
(" I  #  n iX '" )  -  ^ l ( a w )  #  '»(**,)
«=l
-  *  (l(* B i))"  -  ( 2 J  * : ( ' " )  *  * » ( n )
4*1 \4»1
-  ( ( l  #a ,X a))"
-  " d K i  #  #  *iX "M
-  —##((* i # n X 4 ) "  ( n  *  n X * *  -  #  *»X »W
- (" # K » i* '« X « N D *
-  W L » -
K u m ib #  * * * * *  # W  M m f*
O m a lW« h  dom», M  ' & M  &%» # ^  0  #  I H -  - - f  0, *W di * U
o c " fW #  kk* proof # W  h*lh H k w  Wkwo « "  C 4 * — .
Tb d# A h , #o  tmvookigmW the MWkmoWp howmm I k»*. " d  kh« mmrnl W «cWm 
monm
M . - " # ( I M * 4 X « N : < « A ; . M I s * . ' 4 e 4 . K l <  )
We also need the following definitions: If a  €  A and s '  €  A*, o s ' will deno-e the 
functional defined on A by a s '(z )  =  i '(x o ). If T  is a  linear map on a  Hilbert sraee H, 
tbs# r  la a  paattal kosmatsy g  T  Is am Isiimmry wham asstrlt lad to the aobapoca (Kas 
— ( (  *  #  : ( f ,g )  »  0  laa aB g e  Kaa T ) g  T Is m paatlal Inomolry, Ibam ao la 7" 
[goad mod Umaam, M , pg MT).
L a g ^ e A t . K | S I . 4 « d i . M I & l
fit * W  W k m . let I be either 1 or 7 W e  apply the pokr di snmpadl lnn to a{ to  nblala 
as "  set*, where as €  As, sis la mpwaltlte h e a r  hmctiotal am As wish cyehcmpaaasmaotlom 
as,aothatt*s(e) -  (as(o)di,Ai) h an d  e g  /  .and es(se) h ap aak a l Ismnslry (IbhmaM, 
M. D L A #  # a  boom that M l  -  |tm | pWmaaM, |g|. nfAAj -  (ds.ds) [Dbmalar. M,
44A | -  I 4 T
It hdmsa that, ha  ad a g  As,
^ (a )  -  aisis(a) » S*(m%) -  (as(aas)4 ,4)
-  (a s(a )a s(e s)4 ,4 )»  (as(a)4 ,as(as)'4)
P #  6  -  4 ,  aad *  -  es(ei)"4^
Thaa we hawe: ajfa) s . (a s(a )(s ,» ) ha ad g  As, | 6 |  -  @41, emd |» . i  =  |a s (e g )'4 | -  
#40 bat amai as(es)' h  a paatlal h uiaal iy
T k a K D - M ' - l t l W
Them, h a  a -  ais #  mas, w  haoa
l("t #  *sX*)l -  12] ' i ( '" W ( 'a i H
-  l23 (* i('w X :,# iX * a (a a tK i,# a )l
No* e  I# iM n «H hy
# * i ( K) ) ( ( # * ) - | * i ( »uX] # ( €  f i . y «  f i  
Aha, the m#»r paod»A a# f i  #  f #  h  d#Am#d hy 
(y# # y « ,# :  # # : )  "  y&,*i *  t  * ;
T h «
-  ( I ': i« n )  #  #  y»)
So
l("i #  » i)W I "  T lO 'i  (oi<) #  #  6 ) ,  *i #  * i)
(by definition a i addition of mape)
=  | (( («rj <S '|)(*)]«1 <8 ( i ) ,  m  <8 m )  I (by definition , r ,  ® r 3J
< |([(»i ® r ,) (* ) l( f i  ® Ca)lllki ® 9sli 
(aiac# |(g ,y)| <  IkM W  *  »=? HUbert ap#c#)
< !!(*"i ® »s)(*)IHI6 ® Cslilki ® is  11 
S  N ^.IK sR K filllK sR Il'h ll
< tNIUsn (because \\x\W < I, ||4H  < 1)
Thaa | ( 4  ® 4 ) (* ) l  < h *  #n 4  ^  R4H <  1, 4  €  (|4N ^  i
Heme* #*()« <  #4#*** b e  all * €  X& #  A#.
This eetabliehei tha t f # 0 = »  ||g||*w« ¥■ 0, thus showing tha t and hence [|.||m*s ,
are C -n o em a
The ncarm {|.||«nm w known aa the In jective C*-n m
!!*:(*«) ® *s(eN )j((i ® (s )) ,9 :  #  9#
(by lineaurity df the inner product)
~  (Ci ® 6 ) . 9 i ® 91
§4 CROSS-NORMS
In this aKtion we investigate , and ||.!|w„  further We establish tha t they are 
I by the ordinary projective tensor product norm, and we show tha t they are
bosh I
The ordinary projective tensor pr, duct norm is defined by 
M e  ”  •u /G C L i ll«iillll«Sill: * =  E L t  “ H ® 4*} . e €  A, ® A ,.
Thaa, fitr ail s ,y  e  A, e  A i,
1<«1 4m I J
5  «■"/ { 2 3 5 3  Ih u h i i l lb n h / l l  ■■e =  2 3 a |< ® ‘,*> * =  2 3  *»  ® *»> >
( s - r y - i  i - i  y .t j
% w {  ( 2 3 i aMMMtti] (2 3 i* iy iii* w i j  : » = 2 3 a" ® a*'' * - 2 3 * ' ' * * *
1 \< -i /  V - ‘ J  <“ > i - i
% ( w { 2 3 ^  ' i M i i : * -  2 3 * "  *  *«  ix " » /  { 2 3  * = 2 3  **  *  **
l r - i  te l j  l y . .  ,-1
- M e M .
w i,
M e  "  j  2 1 II*"!#*"! : *' = 2 3 * " * * " i
I . - I  i-1  J
(2^**"HH*"H " - 2 3 * " * * * ' }  ("**** M  -  IM'II k e  s e  A |, A ,)
Use I 4=1 )
= *»»/ j i j l l a i«llll0«ll :*  =  * " # * * < )
l»=l imi J
Thaa the completion A t® ,A | is an involutive Banach algebra. However, ||.|i. is not i 
i C '-norm
=  in /
We will now show tha,*, ||*Hwes < | |s | | ,  for all s  e  A, <8 t*
We will make use of the following results, which will be useful again later on.
Let A i> , A, a denote the set of hrrmitmn eleamnt# of A i, A, recoectivelv. Then 
Ai * ® A i>  may be regarded as a subset of Ai ® As. We have
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Lem m a 4.1 Ai,*, ® A$,* =  A,)».
P roof:
%€ A ^ #  A ,^  ^  a m  a*, E Ai h, i -  1,2, j  =  1,
aa a" m ^ a [ j # a ^ j  =  ^  #  a$, z,
*. s €  (Aj #  As)*-
Coavaraaly, k* a €  ( A ,#  A#)*, La. a =  22%.: a i,@ a ,j , a,, E A, i -  1,2, j  =  1, 
aad x — x*.
Thaa
a  =  ;, (« f  * “)
s » l  1=1
-  j  +  «iy) *  («I, +  "hy) -  '( « u  - « : , ) *  ' ( l ,  -  « :,))
#  ("W +  <y) -  '(« i. «iy) *  ' ( l ,  *«,))
^  +  * 0  f  "  ( - * : ,  # # # ; +  *1, @ a;, + a*, A a ^  * ( ,& * :;)
T W a E  (A s# A ,)*  ^  m }% 2% i((#:, +  a ; , ) @ ( a * ,+ a ; , ) - * ( a „ - a ; j ) @ i ( a : ,  - * ; , ) )  
OaaHy a,y + ^  E A. * =  1,2, whik (((a,, - *;,)]" = #(#1, -  a^)" =  -# (a^  -  aiy) -  
-  a%^ ), ao «(asj -  # ;,) €  Ai.*, mad amilarly #(a„ -  a^,) E A,,*
Thaa a t  A ,,* #  A%*.
Hama# Ai * $ A s  * = (A  ^#  A,)*.
Lamm a 4 .2  Gnva a E (As #  A ,)*, ^ara aaia*# a  > 0 aach (Aa* a < *(1 #  1).
P**af: Let (A: @ A:)+ be the aet of poaitive elemaata of As #  A#, the come
gem»Tate«l by elememta o  ^»ba k nn  e 'e , a E A* #  A, H A, + denote# the poaitive cooe 
of A,, # ^ 1,2, than A ,. ,  #  A# + =  (l2 % i a iy # a # ,, a.  ^ f  A< +, i =  1,3 j  k  claarly
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M oUiM d ia  (A i #  A, ) » ,  sinca if « i ,  €  A,,+ , €  A ,1+1 e „  «  than
“ ij ® a i j  c“  be writteo u
a i l ® a , ,  =  * ;* | #  » ;» , ■= (z, ® #  »,) €  (A , ® A,)-,
in le a e n i ,  ( A , ® A i)+  doee not eoiaddi w to  Ai i+® Ai  +) but we dc aot Deed U iu ftc t. 
We know th a t if x k  a pontiee eiemeat of a C -a lgeb ra  with identity 1, then :  <  |t* |l  
[Dbmaex. M . 1^*1
So, if a ,  €  A , , t ,  01 6  Ar e ,  then , eince a ,  ® o , c  (A1 #  A ,) e ,
we have a ,  ® a , < ||a , ® a « ||l  < ||# i||||a i||l, where 1 naturally denotea the identity 1 ® 1 
of Aj ® At-
Next, le t a i  e  A i> , a ,  6  A , a
Tb-n we can write a , =  a , a ,# , a ,  w a , ,  -  a , , ,  where a ,, 6  A. », ||a,,H < ||a i||, i , j  =  
1,^  IDhtmfee, p |.  U  7]
Than
a ,  ® a ,  =  (a n  -  a n )  @ ( a n  -  a » )
— a n  ® a n  4- « is  ® o n  -  a n  ® a n  -  a n  g  o n  
S  a n  ® a n  +  a „  ®  (alnee a n  ® # » ,  a „  ® a , ,  e  (A | ® Aa)+)
5  | a n | | a i i | l  +  # a i« | |a e : | l  
S  l a t l k a l l  +  | a , | | a , H
a a a i # n ,  5  % #aH |a,|l 
Mna#y, lal a c  (A , ® A ,)a
Then, by Lemma 4.1, i  e  A i.a  «  A ,,a, ao z =  C * - i  a i ,  ® e , „  with e,y e  Ay,a, i  =
1, 2, j  =  I. n
Banea a g  %!]%.: |a : | l | a x i | l .  which rrenpietaa tha peoof.
Now let w be a poaitive linear functional an Ai ® A , We will ehow th a t w ia 
t  contim. nia w ith respect to  the  a  norm.
Let ai E A t, or E A j. Than a , and a , can be written in tha form as ® o n  + i « i j ,  a j  =
0,1 +  i a j j ,  where the a y  are hermitian dem ents of A, which aetiaiy g ay ) <  la , | | ,  i , j  —
.  We know from the proof of Lemma 4.1 th a t if a , €  A ,,a, a ,  e  Aj.a, than a , ® a j  S
4 t W n , l '
y  Theretoie a n ®  a n  <  2 | ! o , i | |a j i | | l ,  and similarly ft* o , ,®  o , , ,e t c
»
Now a i ® a3 =  a n  ® a n  +  on  ® ia3a +  •a l> ® c31 a ,3 #  a 33,
ao
H a i ® 6s)l 5  l« (o u  ® a3,) | +  M (au ® ta33)| +  |w (iai3 ® a,%) +  W e ts  ® «s*)l 
=  |v ( a u  ® a3i)l +  |w (an »  a33)| +  S<v(at3 ® a3i)  +  |w(at3 ® a33)|
(becweae w is linear and |«| =  1)
< u#(2 ||a,|||||a3I||l)  +  w(2j|al i)|||a33|jl) +  w(2|joi3|jj|a3ll|i)  4-w(2(|a:3||||a33)|l) 
(because w is positive)
— 2 ||o ii |||ta3i(|w( \ +  2 |}anl|||a33||w(l) 4- 2 ||a i3||||a3i|j« ( l)  +  2|je t3j|||a33|}(«'(l)
< 2 ||oi||J |aa||w (l) +  2 ||a i ||||e3j)uf(l) +  2 |ja i||||a3|jw(l) 4- 2||ai|j||aa|'|w(l)
=  M ^ IIa t l l lk tl!
=  8 w (l) l |a i® a : ||,
Hence w is continuous with respect to the r  norm. Therefore it csm be »xleuded to a 
positive linear functional c-n the completion X,®* A, Because at the correspondence 
between positive linear functionals and cyclic representations and the fact tha t all (non- 
degenerate) representations are direct sums of cyclic representations, we can conclude 
th a t any representation of At ® Aj can be extended to a representation of A*®,A, 
Since ||p(x)|| < ||%||* for all representations p  of A ,® „A 3, .Takesaki, [6 ], 1.5.2], we get 
It*||m«* < ||e ||r  for all r  G A | ® A,
So we have
N lv  < |Ni!m*n < |k iu « «  < llsrllr for all * €  A, e  A3.
This shows tha t and |(.[|m*« are cross-nor ms, as follows:
(1) ||* i||||* i|| =  | | i i  ® * i||. < ||* i® * * IU «  < ||^i ® * i | |,  -  ll**||||*i||, 
so j |* i® * 3|U<„ ^  ll*i 1111*3II;
(2) if a^ j G A \ ,  *5 €  A j, then
l(*i ® *3)(*i 8  *i)l < ll*il||l*illll*: ® * t||.  (because ||.||, is a cross-norm)
< li*i 111141111*1 ®*ilU™ -
Thin. 4 ® 4  €  (tM ® minA3y  and | |* i ® 4 | |  < ||* ',) |||4 ||.
This proves that ||.||mtH is a cross-norm and the same argument clearly holds for ||.|jme,.
It turns out, as the names indicate, tha t ||.||wt„ is the smallest possible C -n o rm  on 
the tensor product of two C  -algebras, while ||.||wee is the largest. The first claim will 
take some effort to  prove, but the second can be easily demonstrated:
Let a  be any C -n o rm  on the tensor product A* ® A3 of two C -algebras A* rod Aj. 
We know tha t tiiere is an representation * of the C -a lg eb ra  A*®*A3 which is an isom- 
etry; i-e. j |z j|. =  ||w(*)|| for all z €  A*#*A 3. The representation v restricts to a 
representation of A* ® A3, and so, since | |x |U .e =  #up{||x(z)|| : w runs through all rep­
resentations of A* ® Aj}, we conclude tha t ||x||wes > ||t (z)|| =  ||z|Ja for all c €  A*® A3
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§ 5 .T h e  S m a l l e s t  C ' - n o r m
We now prove th s t the injective C '-norm  m in  ia the smallest C '-norm , Our ap­
proach »  baaed on tha t in Takesaki, (6] and |7]. We end the section by proving th a t all 
C '-norm a are croea-norms.
D efin itio n  5.1: If £  is a  positive linear functional on a C*-algebra A, then d  »  p u re
if every poutive linear functional ^  on A which satisfies # ( z 'z )  < ^ ( z 'z )  for all z  €  A 
is of the form for some scalar A with 0 <  A <  1. A s ta te  is a positive linear
functional of norm 1, and we denote the set of all pure states on A by P(A),
L em m a 5.3. U A a  m C* -algebra and S is the set o f aU positive linear functionals on 
A o f norm < 1, then the pure states on A, together with the sero map, are precisely the 
extreme poiate o f S.
P ro o f: See Dixmier, [2], 2.5.5.
L em m a 5.3. I f  A is a C  -mhalgebra of a C*-algebra B  and i f  the restriction of a pure
state  w of B to A ia a pure state, then
w{zy) =  w(z)w(y) for all z  €  A, y €  A 'n  B.
where A' l  B is the C*-subalgebra of A cone#ting of all elements o f B which commute 
with A
P ro o f: We begin by assuming tha t 0 < y < t ,  y e  A' n  B. Since w is a state,
w(J) =  (Ml =  1, so we get 0 < v(y) < 1.
if w(y) =  0, the Cauchy-Schwars inequality |w(a **)|> < w(a'a)w(5'h) 
yields, for any * €  A,
|w(zy)|* =  |w (zy iy i) |*  =  |w{[(zy^)‘ ]*y^)|J 
< u/{((xy*)‘]*{xy*)')w{yt y*)
=  w ((zy^)(zy*)")w (y^y^) (since y is hermitian)
=  w(zyz')w(y)
=  0
Hence w(zy) =  0 and w(zy) =  w(z)w(y) holds ir this case.
If w(y) =  1, then w(l -  y) =  0 because w is a state, and the same argument as in the
above case yields w (z(l -  y)) =  w(z)w(l -  y), whence we get
w(z) -  w(zy) =  w (*(| -  y)) =  w(z)(l -  w(y)j =  w(z) -- w(z)w(y), so w(zy) =  w(z)w(y)
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Now suppose 0 < w(y) <  1.
Then the restriction uja of w to  A can be w ritten in th# femn
w ^(«) =  +  (1 -  " ( * ) ) ,  -  *)) #H g E A.
Consider the functionals w, and w# defined on A by
W|(g) -  —d "«(«) -  ;  -  »))
We claim th a t w, acd w, are positive functional# Fot \#e have
^  (because y commutes will A)
=  ~ j u (x ' m‘ kx) (because 0  < y), 
and -~ ^w (* '***# ) =  -~-yti#((zz), *sl > 0 (because w is pomtive).
Similarly i>t is positive.
Thus wi and w# are both states. (Assuming, as we may, th a t A contains an identity 
element, we get =  w :(l) =  —— w(y) -  1, and similarly for w,.)
Now we have w^(z) =  w(y)w + (: -  w(y))w,(%), i.e. we have written wA as a convex 
combination of states.
But w a k a  pure state, by asmmptitm, and m thus, by Lemma 6.2, an extreme point, so 
we may conclude tha t u>x -  u/i =  w*.
Thus wa(n) -  wi($) for all * €  A, which gives w(xy) -  w(z)w(y) for all * €  A, y G 
A 'n  fl, 0 <  y <  I.
Now k4 y be any monssro pcaitiv# skmsnt of A'n B . Sines s < k r any poaitive
elemunt z of a C*-algebra, [Dixmier, [2], 1.6.9), we have < |  j~ |- | 1, i.e. ~  < 1.
Since G A 'n fl because y is, we know, by the first part of the proof, tha t w =
& , « » w(g, )  -  w ( g M ^ n ^  -  IW k -  N e H g ) "  h ,
all * G A, y €  A' n  B, 0 < y.
FmaJly, tot y be any element of A' n  B. Then wu can write y as y =  yu  -  y ,,  4- 
t(y :i -  yss), where y ,,, y%,, and y , ,  are positive elements of B The proof of the 
existence of these y,, (Dixmier, (2), 1^.7] shows tha t if y commutes with A, them ao do
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all the p i,.  T b m  and y u  all lie in A 'n  fl.
So, tor all s  €  A,
<w(*y} =  Uf{xyn -  * y n  4- iz y n  -  irysa) =  v(aryu) -  w (ryts) 4  M zVsi) "  ‘^ ( $lhn)
% a#(g)bf(y::) -  w(*)w(y:,) 4- -  rw(z)w(yM)
"  aK *)M #::) "  aK#%:) +  M m i)  -  M m *)!
"  -  Mi)))
=ea#(g)w(#).
C e a tS e z y  S .4. I f  A t is an abeiian C 9-algebra. A , is any C ' -algebra, and 0  is any 
C e-Barm  m  A % # A # , t6 ao e w j r  oure  s ta te  w €  P ( A l ®^ A3) w o f  toe  farm  w =  wj ® Wj 
ib r pmr# s t ^ a t  w* €  P (A i), * = 1,2.
F ra o i:  R a# W  Aj aa a C -eubalgebra of Ai S ^A j .
€  A j and piclr any element in A,®^A@ of the form where x, 6  A,, i -- 1,2.
A m
«  (# i #  ! )(* : #  %:) =  #i%i ®
« M k  (* % # # # )* :  ^  (* i  #  * :)(# :  @ I)  =  * :* ;  @ -  * 1 %: @ %: (mime* A* im abaham).
Tlaw #% (#!###) *  (*1  ® * i)a j.
S® A i cormrelt— with elements of the form *, ® z , ,  x, €  A,, whence A, ccwnmutee with 
A* & A<, and so Ai commutes with Aj®^A3.
N e w k tw G  P (A ,® #A,).
Dm#ma#a: m  A# and w, on A , by w :(a :) «= w(o; ® 1), and w ,(a ,)  =  w (l®  a ,) .  W# mhoa 
tha t tei and w, am pure
W p p o m f ia  a  poaitiv# ^inaar functional on A^ much th a t  d (a " a )  <  w i(a"a )  for all a  S A# 
P u t  d*(ai @ 1) =  4 ( a i )  T han  d* im a  pomitie* linear functional on A% ® 1 much th a t
@ 1) =  ^ (# 1* 1) <  tei(a% a,) =  w(m lai #  I) for all * i 6  A ^
She# w in pare, f  = Ate (or mom* 0 < A < I,
Anom whkh *e g*t 4(a) =  f ( a ®  1) =- A ^(a®  1) =  Aw,(a), mo 4 = Awi, and w, im pur* 
SbmlaHy wi ia pur*.
TLua the restriction _Ji of w to A* im pure By Lemma 5 3,
tefry) =  w(aiw(y) k r  all a t  A;. /  G A  ^n  (A i@ ,A ,).
But A^  -  A :# f  A,
mo w(ry) -  w(z)w(y) for all % G A ;, y G Ai®yA, (*) 
1#
He,iee
( w i® W i)( o i® o j )  -  w i(a i)v ,(a ,)  =  w(fl| ® l ) w ( l ® o j )
=  w ((a i ® 1 ) (1 ® « 3)5 by (*)
w{«l ® <li).
Therefore w =  w# @wg.
N o te tk m :  Let A$ and Z ? be C * -algebras. Let ^  be any C '-n o rm  on Aj ® As and
deno te  th e  com pletion  A i& pA? o f A i ® As under the  fl norm  by As . W t P ( A )  be 
the met of pnrn etetee om A4. Them, g&vem e  f (A ,) ,  # =  1,3, ® w, may or may
no t be continous on A* ® A* with respect to  the fl norm . We define a subset Sg  of 
P { M )  x F (A ,)  by
f g  "  { (w s.w ,) €  P (A s )  x  f ( A : )  : ws ® w , is cootimuome on (A^ ® A #,fl)}.
Eestil* If G S g , then wi ® w, is continuous under the  fl norm , and so, since
w, ® v*  is a  positive linear functional, the  functional norm  is given by
{jvi ® vjjJ =  (v j ® v i ) ( l  ® l) -  v i ( l ) v i ( l )  =  1 because w, and w, are states.
L em m a 5.5. I I  (v i.v s )  €  Sg , then (u 'v ju ,  v’vsv) €  Sg (or any unitary elem ents 
« 6  Ai, e €  A j, where «*vj«  is the functional dmSaad by  u 'v j u ( r )  = u>,(uzu*).
P roo f: First we nw st show tha t «*v, u G P (A ,) and e 'w j*  €  P |A 3),
Clearly «*V|U m positive, linear and is a state. (|)*"wiw || -  u * V |u ( l )  =  vj(uu*) -  
v : ( l )  -  1).
l b  show th a t  i t  is pu re, let *  be a  positive linear functional on A , such th a t  ^ ( z ' r )  <
«*w iu(***) for ail a  G A |,  i.e. ^ z * z )  <  w ,(u z " ru " )  for all ar €  A v
Then u ik i* (z , i )  ~  =  ^ ((e u )* r ti)  <  v i(« (* u )* z u u * )  =  u , ( z " z )  for all x i-
Aj.
Since a # is pure, *d*" k  of the form u^u" =  Awi, 0 < A < 1 .
But then d =  An'w^n, so n 'w ie k  pure Thus w'wi* G P(A i), and similarly e"w*e €  
P (A ,) .
Now w? must ehow the* a'w i* ® k  coi«timoua with raepect to the fl norm.
Let z = # 1  @ a ,  G A* & A,.
Then
|(u * v t u ®  v ‘v ,e ){ * ) | =  ;(u , w iu ) (e l )(e*wae )(a 1) | -  lw1(u a,u * )w ,(w a1v ‘ )i 
=  |(w: ® afa )(w#%e" ® e # ,e " ) |
< ||ttO|U* ® e a se * ^  (because ||w, ® v j|j =  I),
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How ttaju* ® vat** =  (o ®  e)(si«* ###*") =  (« ® »)(»$ ® •*)(»* ® o*).
Bemee
® ves®*ll# “  IK® ® *)(#: #  #*)(*" ® «*)!!#
< ||(® ® «)||#||(«i ® «s)ll»ll(« ® «)' llfll 
=  ||oi # ttgl^ (because « ®  w is anitary)
T hm  |(«awi«i ® vews«)(x)| <  H«i ® atiU  ”  II*ti#-
The result with x  ~  U » t  ®** •  °a« M lowi by linearity.
Hence w*w;y ® e'wgv #  continutnie with rewpect tr- the f  norm.
T ^ tr jn a  SjB. i f  has the weah*-tqpok«y, i.e. the e(A^, A<) topology, i ~  1,2, then 
%  i* dosed in P (A i) x P(A*).
P roo f- Let (y $„,u#ie ) be a net in converging to  €  P (A i) x P (A j).
Let * r= 53*,., a t, ® « «  €  As ® A,
T% «,
(w, ® L,X *) ”  y iw :(e i* )w g(a^) =  l i m )
<*i i
»  hm(w,a #  S |^Q}(z).
Hence
|(wi ® wg)(%)| m #wgm)(n)| =  E m |(w i, ® w*.)(%)|
^  Ib tg a h . =  M # ,
■ince |}w|& ® « ja |U =  1 for all o  because €  S f .  Thus w, ® wg is continuous
with respect to  the /? ncrm and mo (wg,w#) €  8$.
L em m a 5,7. Let E  he a  C - a k e b r a  and P (E )  the vet o f  a/i pure states on E . I f  K  
is a e(E% E)-cJom d  subset o f P (E ) such that islfu* =  If for »h unitary elements u €  E , 
then If^  =  {* €  E  : w(%) — 0  far »U u  €  / f )  is a d a red  ideal o f  E . I f  I  ia a doeed
ideal o f  E ,  then f 1  -  ■_ P ( £ ) : |(*,w)| < 1 for afl as €  /}  is a e (S ^ ,E ) - c h a e d  subset
o f P (E )  such tha t u l 1 ^  =  I 1 for all unitary d em ea ta  u €  E. The ccrrespmndemow 
If •-» I f 1 and /  *--* f 1 are each o ther’s  inverse.
P ro o f: See Takesaki [fij, IV.4.15.
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L em m a 5,8. i f  S* #  P (A |)  x P (A 3), titea tfcere aoasetv  WemeoW»i €  A ;,a#  €  
A ,, #*c& (Am* (w, @ w, ) ( # 3 @ # ,) =  0  Axr a#  €  f* .
ProdT: By Lemma 5.6, S# ia ckwed in P (A i) x jP(Aj). HtOtiW, tf #  f^A g) X P(A j), 
thar# #%i#t mooampty opam aria (/* c  /*(/%), (f# C f ( A : )  audk %h#k (tfg x  
Let y* =  u{a" [iga : a  im a  maitary mlmma^ of Ag}
If w € Vi, =  u 'w 'ti fnt aome u/' €  P (A t), ao w €  P (A i). Hium V i  C P(Ag).
Similarly, define I ', =  u{v*f/jw : a im a unitary elamrot of A ,}. Then V# C P(A s).
Alao, (Vj x V,) n  S* =  For auppoee (w%, Wg) €  (Vj x Vj) A Sp .
Thaa (a*w :a,a"w ,e) 6  f * b r  mom# w* €  Pg, w# €  T#, a  amkaqr Im Ag, a  mmimamy im A#. 
But then, by Lem m a 5.5, (***wg#*", yv’wiew*) €  S,<, La. (wg,w#) €  % , cootradicttni 
tha fart th a t (Pg x P ,)  A f
Thus we have open subsets Vj of P (A 1), Vg of P(Ag), mmch th a t (Vg x V% )ft§0 — 4> end 
V i =  ti'VitL for all unitary elements u of Ag, Vj =  v 'V jv  for all unita^r ahmxmta a  of 
Aj.
Let K i  :=:: Vg* = P(Ag) -  Pg, K ) -  V j, Since V', is nonempty, K ,  #  P(A#).
We now show, using the fact that V, =  u ’Vju, tha t Pg =  «i*Pgtt for all unitary elements
a of Ag
If x E tP P g u , then z — u ’k tt, k  €  Pg If u'fcu =  u*vg« for moma #g €  Vg, then k  =  eg, 
contradicting tha fact that t  €  Pg =  Pg. Hmmca m =  m*hm ^  m ^gm If
* * * " % * , th en * € * " fg * .
Thus u 'P g u  -  (m'Viu)* -  V f  — Pg Similarly P* =  w*P|W for all imitary alemrata e 
of Aj.
Thus P , and Pg are closed subsets of P(Ag) and P (A j) reapectivdy matiafytng the
cowlitioma of Lemma 5.7 above
Alao,
(Vg x y , ) n g f  =  * = >  g ,  c  |p (A ,) x p (A ,) j -  [yg x y*|
r=a c  [P(Ag) x (P (A .) -  y ,)j u  |(P (A ,) -  V )^ x  P (A ,) |
= >  C (P(Ag) x P # )U (P , x  P(A*)).
Thus, if (wg,wg) C either Wg e  Pg or w* €  P#
Let Z, -  P ,1  -  {* e  A* : w(z) -  0 for all w € P j ,  i  =  1,2.
Then, if / /  ia defined am in Lemma 5 7, we hnoer tha t f /  -  P^, g =  1, 9 .
Now f. =  (0 ) f /  =  (w €  P(A^) : |(0,w)| ^ 1} .  P (A i)  -  « =  1 ,: .
Since P , P(A ,), we mum* have /, ^  (0 ), $ — 1,9.
Chooee ncmmero eg e  Zg.ag €  fg, and let (wg,w#) he amy alammmmt of Them aWhmr
w, €  Pg or w, e  Pg But if wg g  Pg, them wg(ag) =  0 hmcmumm #g €  fg, amd If w# €  P#, 
ther» w,(ag) -  0
Thom (w, %wg)(o, @ a ,)  =  Wg(eg)wg(eg) =0,mmi raqmhed
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Haeorens B,9. t t  A m * C-ilgebrm aad S ii 16# atl af all paaitiVe tio*ar tmetkmBh 
m  A etaaam < 1, #&ea § it the ^ (A'.A) coavex dome* s f  sero aad tfcs paro states.
P roof: We know tha t the extreme pofcute «d S m» sea© aad the pure Aa^ee Uwag
A a  fact th a t S is a  <r(A', A)-<ompact convex subset df A*, the saawh follows immediately 
from the Krem-Milmaa theorem
C o ro B ery  5,10. f f s  is a  aoosaro element o f  a  C '-aifeh ra A, then there exists a  pure 
state  p 00 A such th a t p(a) #  0,
P ro o f: Since x ft 0, the H aha-Banai^ throrem  yklda a  ccmtinuous linear functional
m m  A  such th a t te(s) #  0  By dividing %  if nar easary, we may aaaume Rw|| <  1. 
U nm , by Theorem 1.9, we may w rite w as the Mmit of a convex combination of pure 
states,
I a  w e B r a * - tw C L i t t iF i .  w h w e0 <  o , <  €  P(A ) for t =  1 to n , 53*. 1 <* =  %
E  p<(s) »  9  for all t ,  then w (i) -  0, a  contradkrion. Hence there exist# at least one pure
aW a p , on A such tha t m{x) fl 0
T lw o re m  5.11. i f  $  is * positive Umar functional m  a  C -algebra  A, then the fe!~ 
lowmg are  equivalent: fij #  Is pure, fiij The cyclic repreaentatha a* of A induced fey # 
Is kredudfefe.
P ro o f  See Takesaki, f6], 14 23
L em m a 5 .13 . I f  A is a  C*-aIgebrm and * €  A, thaa |« | |  =  eup{||*w( x ) | | ; w €  P(A)}.
P ro o f: We have tha t if a  is a representation of a  C*-algebra A, then <  J|x|j
for all 16  A flhkesakt, [6], 1,5.2).
B ut we know th a t a t  h as t one representation is aa  ieometry, so ||xl| =  *up{ j|r(* )||: * is 
a  representation oi A).
New le t *  b e  an arbitrary (nondegeoerafce) representation of A Then v can be written
aa the direct sum  of cyclic representations on A jlhkeaaki, |6j, 1.9.17).
We now prove tha t tf e  *  5 ^ ,  x4, than ))*(x)|| *  for all x €  A.
E & ,  6 . A w  «"* M 4 U  -
IW w
W hm  #f A, I k #  |* ( # ) |  -  " k m  I k  i e  7, im  c y d k  i ^ m m l i l l n . i
of JL
It fotiowe tfcia* •ey(liir(*)i! : * *# * cyclic repreeentstion of A }  =- *  a
Mpr#*mlaUom of A)
T k *
! * |  s= : * u  # cyclic repreeentatk a  of 4}
= wy(i)fw(*)li : w m a pomtnr# Uooar I laetkmal oa X}
No#, I f wl am poafWv# b o o r  hactiooal om X, car, o  !!wj, :f oerwary, u,
apply Thoowm axpwoa w aa the b u t  of a coavox rooAioa*ioo o* y iw  atmtw 
Tima u* % ,»  d L *  =4*^, 0 < a .  < 1, w* €  f ir  aP -  1 to w, ^   ^ : I
Hameo,
"  Bm II < Imi \  na,*wJ '
'  . ' I
=  -  ||K ..||.
&» K l  & K . t  h  "  f ;/* ) ,
whkhhMAm
M  «V (II'.M II : w e  P(X)}
a: aop{||x(a)|[ : * ie aa irroHucbl" » .fy *i, .atioo of X)
by the ooweapomdaooe betweeo xrreducibij reprweOati'Mu w f  pore atotee.
Lom m o S.13. t f  A i mod A% are aay " afy*6raa and ? ,.• a <7* -norm un Aj @ As r'jch
m f(X a ) K then < 1!%"!'# 6 raW* f
P r o o f  We recall the definition of th r nun norr- i  | j ^ M - *«p{|j(xi ® *i){z)|| : w, is
an repiwentatkm  of A ,  * = 1,2}, x r  A, »  A%.
Aa k  the proof of Lemma 5 12, oo can "eeii ci r t r  u.teotKM (u irreducible rnpieeenlalHium 
o*ly;).e. u*baar*g*||*i. = e*p{li(*:@ a:';::)' * ,*  :cr*ducihlempreeantotiooof
Ai, i  -  1,2}-
Xf =  P (A i)xP (A #), tha^ ia continueu# with reepett to the ^ -oorm for any pure
aWae a^ amd w% It via the correepoudence betweem pore ata&ea and irreduciWe
rapraeantatkiua, that *i ta cootinuoue with reepect to the f-*orm  for any hredodWe
rapreaartationa of A# and a , of A, Thua can be extended to arepreeentatioo
of the C*-algebm Ay =  A |& f A ,, whence, [Thheaahi, [6 ], 1.5 j | ,  ||(x: # * # )(* ) || <  ||a||a 
for all % €  As #  A,
This holds fa t sli im d u c ib k  r tp r s e nU tions A t,A s  respectively, ee
H U »  5  M #  far efl * 6  A i® A |.
We one more feel concerning pure states. E  & 3 a  C "-*m W #eW  e l * G*- 
ira A  and p &s a  pure tAata am S , thee, by the HahB-Banach theorem, p  c to  be 
< ied to  a  pure state  m  A.
Lem m a 5,14 . E  either A , or A* It ahefiaa, * a d  0  w * C * ~ n o tm  oa  A :# A # , fcieo the
0-norm  a a d  the msm noim  com ade oa  At ® A ,
P ro r f :  Stwpose At is afeetiaa. %  CordUary B.4, every w €  P(A ^) — P (A ,# g A ;)
is erf the Inem w — wi ® w , for ^  €  P(A<), « =  1,2. Hencp, if is the taredyeibk 
repiesentation of Ai induced by w*, « =  1, 2, the irreduc:> reprMentation r w of Ag 
induced by w is given by r w =  srw, #  jrw,  |Tdt«wki, [6], 31.4.9]
Let s  €  A | ® A |. By Lemma 5.12, |# |g  »  : w e  P(Ag)}.
Thus we have
||sj|g *  e ty { j|(rw, (9 Vw,)(*)|i : is #m irreducible npreeentatioo erf A j  =
T h e o rem  5,15. I'M A t and A# be C*-algebras. The injective C"crcesnorm  ratn is 
the smallest possitie C*-n«-m cm At ® z1*.
P ro o f: L #  rf be uiy C '-uorm  on At ® A*.
By Lemma 5.18, It r n i^ s s  to  prove th a t Sg m P (A i) x  P(A$)
Suppose Sg y6 P(A i J x P(A s).
By Lemma 8.8, tW m exist tionsero elements s i  €  A j.a j  €  A» such th a t (w, ® wa){a i @ 
a j)  — 0 for . (wi, v i)  €  Sg.
Let B be th e  afeetim C*-»ub^gebra erf A i generated hy  a i  and t. By Lemma 8.14, the 
restriction of the £ -norm to  B@  A , agrees with the injective C '-norm  rm n on JB® A*. 
Hence we may naturally embed B&wmA# in Ag -  A*@gA#
Since a t 56 0, a# 0, there exist, by Corollary 5.10, g €  P (B ) and w, €  P (A |)  such
th a t p (s i)  *4 0 and w#(aa) yi 0. A straightforward cakttlation shows t h #  g ® is a
pure state erf fNlmwiA*. Let 1*1 be toe pure state  extenaif of g # w #  to  Ag. Then the 
restrfatiou of w to  At h  wa, which &# pure By Lemma 5.8, w is of the form w =  w, ®wa, 
and w% is tom pure.
Hence fw_,#sg) €  5g, but ® a*) «  g(a i)« j(o i)  #  0, a  contradiction.
Thus 5 ,  «  P (A ,)  X P (A |) .
It follows tha t all C*-norms on Ai ® At are crom-norm* To see this, let 0  be any
C'-ncwm on Aj ® A*.
— - M M  a * # 4 , ,  * # 4 * ,




This chapter considers how the different norms oa the tensor product affect the 
state  s, es, i.e. the spaces of positive linear maps of norm 1. In section 2 we define the 
concept of a  completely positive map, and prove the main result concerning these maps 
which we will need in our discussion of the state spaces. We determine the state spares 
for the p i norm and then, usi«:g the idea of the enveloping C*-«igebra of an involutive 
Banaeh algebra, we find the state space for the m ax  norm. The final section considers 
a different approach to the state spaces, based on the idea of separating subsets, which 
confirms our previous work and allows us to calculate the sta te  space for the rmn norm.
§2. COMPLETELY POSITIVE MAPS
Let A be a  C '-algebra. For n  e  IN, let Mn(A) denote the space of all narn-matrices 
a =  ja*3f with entries a*, E A, i. /  =  We make Mn(A) into an involutive algebra
in the obvious way; For all a =  (a*,|, b =  [i-,,-] €  A, A, p €  C ,
(A# +  #8)^ 3  
( ' %  -
We k t dsmotm the algsbra of mD #t%m rompks matric##, Suppos# E  is an n-dimensioral 
Hilbert sp#es with <wtbo#omal basis (rg, .  ,**). Wemay mgsrd M *ssasp#c#ofhnear  
operatom ou in the usual way:
If A E g  is w ritten uniquely as A =  «»d y =  |-y<y) 6  M n , then
',(&) =  E L i ( E " « i  P g  Then we an give q the qpwafc® norm of C ( H ) ,  and,
under this norm, Af* becomes a  C" algehrs. T%us we may form the C '.* |g*bra tensor 
product A@ AfL
We now identify Mn {A) with A <8 M „, ac follows:
Let e^ y be the matna with a I in the (bj) positkm sad semes elsewhere.
Them the col lection gensret s as a Hnear space.
If a =  (ow) € M^(A), then a correep o^  to @ €  A & M*.
Conversely, any element s  €  A @ Afi, may be w4tten uniquely as s  =  E T .^ i @ 
a,y €  A, and so ess have a correspondence identifying Af.(A) and A #  Af, ee inmlutive 
a%ebms.
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L em m a 3*1, Am ekm ea t o f M n(A) is poeitive i f  aad  only i f i tm m  m m  atmutric&s o f 
the form where e*, €  A.
P ro d f: Suppose 6 — |S,,I =  (a*a,-j, « i, €  A.
Let aiy =  a3, j  =  1, sad  #4,  -  0, «' =  2, . ,3, j  =  1,
Ther, a  =  (a*y) looks like
/ # :  a 4
0  0
.. a , \  
.. 0
, SO 6* =
Z e | 0  ... 0 \  
0  ... 0
• 
0
.. 0 , < < 0 ... Qj
/  a ja* «J«« aj a .  \
a ‘a =
s * a j  0 *a* /
and
Thus & is positive.
So eumt of elements of the form (e*o, j are positive.
Conversely, suppose e =  |e^} €  M „(A) »  positive. Then there exists d ~  €  M*(A)
such tha t e == d'd.
Hence, by defiaitkm of matrix multiplication in Af.(A), - „  =  •»/ =
and then, by definition o f the involution on M*(A), e*, =  ]C s*i d^d&,, « ,/  =
For each fc =  1, ,n , define a& — (d^dk,-j e  MW(A).
Then each a* un of the desired form (afa,), id e =  °fc-
Next we consider dual spaces. If a €  M n , then define /* on M„ by /,{ z )  =  <race(oz). 
Then it is easy to see tha t /„  is in M ' far every a fe Mn . So we have a map from Af* to 
yiven by This map w clearly linear. Wa now show tha t it is 1-1.
Suppose /„  =  /&, 6 ,6  €  M„ Then troce(n*) =  troee{bx) for all z G Mn . Let z  —
=  I,
Them
/0 .. 0 0 .
.. 0 as. 0 . . 0
.. 0 0«y 0 . 0
.. 0 a«j 0 . . 0 ;
V
3 ~  0
L
so tracefaeij) =  agy Rut trace(aeiy) =  tr«ce(ke^/ ) — 6*,, so %y =  6jy for all i , j  — 1, 
1m. # =  &
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The correspondence «*-» /. # also -nto. f ur let * € M '. Put a,, =  #(«,*), i,j =
Then, if a =  [%,-) f  Mn, we have, for all z € Mn,
(<**)<« =  Y l  •o f f a ^ ( s z )  =  5353
rfhUe §(*) =  g Styfl(<<,) = it ,h *  **>*# =  =  /.(* ) ,
The map # « - * / .  leada to  a  m n  ?sponderce between (A ® M n ) ' and A' ® Afn , as 
follows:
Pu t / i ,  -  / , f,, i , j  "  1,. , n. Then Ay(e<,) =  traee(ey«e13) -  I for all i , j  =
F^ et A be a  C*-algebra emd let f  €  (A ®  M „)'.
Define 9 ^  G A ' by g ,/(s) =  g(a ® e^) for all a €  A, i , j  -  
Them
Thua (53^*1 fl<y ® Ay)(a ® ««) -  g(u ® «w) for all a €  A, k j  ~  I , ..., n,
• o f  =  E% ,=iS.y ® Ay e  A '®  Mn
Cjnvertely, if ^ ”y»i €  A ' #  A/w, define h on A ® M „ by
M E rja :i =  E " ,= i  ^ y K j)
Hi«n h e  (A ® Mr )' and fi =  £ " y = , fi,y ® Ay
Thus we may identify (A ®  Mw)' with A ® M „, and hence with M R(A ').
3.3. Let A be a C*-affebra an d  Jet g  =  £ " , , 1  fli, ® / „  G (A ® M „)',
Then g is poMtivv if a id  only if ET j ' - i ».y(«>y) > 0 for all €  A.
P roo f: By definition, g is positive if and only if g(z) > 0 for all positive z  G A® Af„ -
W*(A). By Lemma 2 1, we may take % =  [aje,]. #1, 6  A Thua y ia poaiUve if and
only if # (* ) -  (E " ,» ,# < y  ® A y ) « u y  ® ' ,  ) =  £ , ^ = 1  ? * y « a y) >  0.
D efin ition  2.3: Let each of A and B  be either a C '-algebra or the dual of a C*-
algebra. Let T G £ (A , S ) .  We define, for each n G N , a map Tn : Mn (A) -* by
r H([s*yJ) =  [r{o4,)|. We say tha t T  is com p lete ly  po sitiv e  if Tn is positive for each n.
=  5 3  s(°®  <v )<race(ey«eti)
because trace(e^ew) =  i if 1 =  t  and j  -  1 and is aero otherwise.
lT»c co rreef 3rd-?M e « • - * / • *  a k o  onto . For let 9 €  P u t  a*, — #(e5«), i",j =  1, ,*
T h en , if  a  — [a^yj €  M », we have, »cr all * 6  M n .
w h i l #  # ( % )  =  =  =  / . ( « ) ,
T h e  m a p  a  / ,  l e a d s  t o  a  c o r r »  p o n d e n c e  b e t w e e n  ( A  ®  M n ) f a n d  A '  ®  M „ ,  s s  
f o l l o w s :
P m t  #,9 =  1,  T h e m  =  t r a e e ( e ^ % j )  =  1 f o e  a i l  1,9 =  1,
L e t  A  b e  a  C * - a l g e b r a  a n d  l e t  9 €  ( A  ®  M n ) ' .
D e f i n e  9^  €  A '  b y  94, ( 0 )  — f  ( o  ®  e , , )  f o r  a l l  o  €  A ,  1,9 1, . , w .
T h e n
Ttan k E (A ®  M*)' mad A =  K , #  /.y
Thus we may identify (A @ Mn}' with A' ® M„, and hence with Mn (A')
L em m a 2.2. Let A be a C -tlgm br*  and JUt 9 — 94,  ® € (A ® Afn)'
TTwm 9 1# pomtxv# if  and oeiy if > 0 for aD E A.
P ro o f: By definition, 9  is positive if and only if #(%) > 0 for all positive $ € A® Af„ =
M n(A). By Lem m a 2.1, we may take x  — (a*n,j, a%, € A Thus 9  is positive if and
" l y  *  *(«) =  ( Z T j . : *  / - , ) « « , * « - , )  =  E T j . ,  *-,««,1  ^  0.
D e fin ition  2.3: Let each of A and B  be either a C*-algebra or the dual of a C '-
algebra. Let 7  €  £(A , B). We define, for eacli n  e  M, a map T* : Mn {A) -* M * (B )  by 
r n ({o4yj) =  (T K ) ) .  We say tha t T  is com p lete ly  po sitiv e  if T„ is positive for each n.
* ik * U
5 3  ® Ay I (a® ew ) =  5 3  (a)Ay(fw)
=  5  ,  g(Q #  r„)trace(e,4gfcj)
=  9(a@ *w)
b e c a u s e  f r a c e ( e ^ e w )  =  1 i f « =  fc a n d  j  -  I a n d  i s  s e r o  o t h e r w i s e .
T h u #  C C ^ y . :  #<y @  A y ) ( # @ « w )  =  # ( #  @  # w )  k c  a l l  a  E  A ,  & , /  =  I ,  . , w ,
* > t  =  E < y » i  #<y ®  A y  €  A # ®  M * .
C o r v e m e l y ,  i f  ^ » y  ®  « < , E  4  @  A f ^ ,  d e f i n e  A  o n  A  @  M „  b y
P r o p o s i t io n  3 ,4 . i f  A  and  B  are  C '- s J g c b r m  an d  T  €  £ ( A ,B %  tS e a  f* l i  »  eon* 
pfctely pm itim  mmp if  smd only if T  satisfi* I2”y=I 7"(a,*o,)(i*Sy) > O j F b r a B « i , € 
A, ,6 , G S , r  6  IS".
Proof: T i# compfeWy pomitiv# xf mod only if i# p miti## h r  #mck m.
By dpriiiition, Tm : Af„(Aj -» MW(£K), and, by Lemma 2. T* ie poaitiw  if  and only E 
T .(K ay]) >  0 h r  all €  A.
No# T .([a ;# ,|)  =  ( f  K a , ) |  €  =  B* *  Afm, aa, by L nm a % j ,
* *  ? « * , )  *  A; "  FomUr# if and only i
> 0 h r  all a ., „ a .  G A, €  B.
gS.FlNDIMO THE STATE SPACES
If A and B ar# C*-alg«braa and o  ia any norm on A #  B, A@. ' wM damn##, a# 
uanal, tha comphtioo of A@ B with raapect to the norm o , and B (A $*B )  ^ damn*# tha 
apace of atataa on A&#B; ia  the apace of linear map# * oa A&*B nadm %had p\ & 0
for all ar G A & .B  and =  #up{|p(r)| : |lr ||. < 1, x €  A $ .B )  =  1 =  p (l).
We wiD Srat caoaider the cane a  =  *.
We let (AgivB)' knot*  the Banaeh dual of (A®, S ), i.e. the apace df all bonndad (t*.
cootinnum] linear n ape on A $*B  Them B(A@.B) ie a mubepace of
Now w& know (eg k'Hrca and Lance, (3), pg 9] that there ie an iaometrk bomsospMsma
between (A & ,B )' and £(A, B 1), given by Tf(a)(b) -  /(o  ® &), where /  €  (A$wfl)# and 
T ,e r ( A ,B 3 .
We now ineeatigate wha thie iaometry telle «  about B(A®, B).
Clearly 6 (A ^*B ) is ieom-trieally isomorphic to  a subspace of f  (A ,B '). Predhwly what 
thie enbepaLt is given by Ua next two theorem#
T heorem  3.1, B /  €  (A & .B)' and Ty e  f:(A ,rf) w dednad by Ty(*X&) »  A * # * ) ,  
then /  is poeftire if and only E T / is completely positive.
P roo f: We note tha t /  is positive
if and only if / ( * ’ *) > 0 for all z €  A ® ,fl 
if and only if / ( x ‘z) > O f o r a i l i G A ® f l
if and only if / ( I ^  a, ® 6i ^  ay ® 6, I ) > 0 for all Oi 6  A, 6, G fl, n e  M
.1 = 1 /  \i--J
U and only if / ( > 0 far all o, €  A, 6, €  S , n €  N
if and only if /  |  ] ^  ^  o ja , ® fc*6,  I > 0 fcsr all Oj €  A, 64 G fl, n €  K
^«3ti y * i  J
if and only if 5 3  ® K S ) d* 0 for all €  A, 6, G B , n  G IN
« » 1  y=i
if and only if 5 3  5 3 e>)t*- ) > 0 for all €  A, k  €  S , n G N.
which, by Proposition 2 I, is equivalent to T / being completely positive.
Since the correspondence /  ►-♦ T / is an isometry, it follows tha t /  is a state on A®, B 
if and only if T / is a completely positive map of norm 1 in C{A, B 4).
D efin ition  3.2: By simple weak‘-convergence, we mean pointwise convergence in the
weak'-tc^jology; i.e. Ti T  (simple weak*) if and only if Ti(a) -* T(a) (weak*) if and
only d  Tf(#)(fc)..* T(o)(fc) for ull a e  A, fc C B
By considering this topology, we obtain:
T h e o ie m  3 .3 . The iaometric iaomorphum  between S (a ® » B )  and the set o f  com­
pletely positive maps o f norm I in £(A, A') is a homeomorphiam i f  S (A ® ,B ) has the
weak*- topology and £(A , fl')  the topokgy of simple weak*-convergence.
Proof: W# need to prove that the correspondence /  *-* T, is continuous in both
directions with respect to the stated topologies.
So suppose / ,  is a net in .9(A@,B) such that /< -» /  in the weak'-topology.
We know that / ,  /  (weak*) *=» /.(53"= , Oy®^) -* Z(53”=i for a l l a l , . . . ,a n e
A, f c i , . . . ( fcw G B, n G N
No# ckmrly o , *  ^  *i) =* /'(«  * * )  — / ( * * * )  h r  mil o e
X, B
For the converse, suppose /j(e  #&) -* / ( a  S  6) for aS a €  A, 6 €  fl.
Then
IA  3 % #  ^ )  -  / ( E « ,  *  "  KA -
y*i y«i j® i
- 1 2 2 (A  -  / X s  *  *,))
-  2 2  l(A  -  / ) ( « /  *  *y)M — o « « i - » oo. 
fk m  A O Z T .i'y  **y) — /C C y .i« y * * y )  h f  «U o ,,  €  X, B, m e  M.
Hence
f i  f  (w eak * ) « = >  f i ( y ^ Q }  ®  *>) - *  / { $ 3  °> ®  M  •11 ° i  €  A , G S ,  n €  M
y=i
<=-  ^ /*(« ® 6) -* / ( a  ® t) for all a €  A, 6 G S  
<=> T/,(o)(fc) —* T f(a)(t) for all a e  A, fc 6 B
<=» T/, -* T / in the topology of simple weak'-convergence.
Having identified S (A ® ,B ) with the completely positive maj. norm 1 in £ (A , B"), 
we now consider S (A ® Wieafl) . The max norm u  the $L ja test C '-norm  on A  ® fl, while 
the Jt-norm is the greatest crces-norm on A® S . These two norms are of course generally 
unequal, so to  see wh> their state spaces are equal we need to use the concept of the 
enveloping C '-algebra of an involutive Banaeh algebra
Let A be an involutive Banaeh algebra with (approximate) identity.
Let R be the set of representations of A, and define 
M l ' -- *«pr€Jr{,isr(*)il} for all * e  A.
Then, since l|v(z)|j < |j*|l for all r  G B, x G A (Takesaki. [6], 1.5.2}, | | i | | '  < }jx|| for all 
x G A
^  Moraovsr, g.g* is ckarly ar algebra eeua ^orm on A which satisfies |]x"||' =  ||*|| and
||z*%ir -  liz|i's for all x e  A.
Let I  — {x €  A  : |}zj|' =  0). Then I ie a closed, self adjoint, tw oeided ideal of r* and 
so we may form the quotient A /i. Then ||x +  i}| =  ||z |f  w a well-defined norm on A // 
which is a C '-norm .
Hence the completion B of A /f  is a  C '-algebra. The canonical map of A into B is a 
norm-reducing ^-homomorphism whose image is dense in B. We call B  the enveloping 
C '-algebra of A, denoted by C*(A)




Even if 4  m not originally a C ’-algebra, the set of representations of A ia in 1-1 ccwreepon- 
dence with the set of repreeentatkHMi a t its enveloping C ’-algebra C*(A) rurthennore, 
there is a  norm-preeerving 1-1 correspondence between the ctmtinuoue positive function­
als on A and the positive functionals on C ’ (A). Hence there is a  byeetive -careapondence 
betwaen the states of A and the states of C ’ (A).
(For all the above details, see Dixmier, ft}, 2-7]
Now let us consider A®,JB, where A and B  are C ’-algebra# We know that A@»5 
i# an involutive Banaeh algebra, but is not a  C ’-algebra because w is not a  C ’-norm. We 
therefore form it# enveloping C*-algebra C*(A®r fl).
Let * €  A ® fl. Then z  is an d «ne iit of A®»fl, so z  +  / €  C ’ (A®»8 ).
Then ||z 4- l | |  =  }|zfl' =  #up{)(*(*)}) : w b  a representation of A ® fl> -  tWIW-s by 
definition of the max norm.
Thus A S  fl, regarded as a subspace of C ’ (A ® ,fl), is isometric&Uy isomorphic to A #  fl 
regarded as a subspace of A§*,esfl.
It follows th a t the completion# C* (A ® ,A ) and A®me,  fl are iaometrically isomorphic. 
Thus we may ;dentify A®weefl with the enveloping C ’-algebra of A®„fl.
Hence f l ( A * * . f l )  -  f l(C (A & ,B ))  m
"o f  (A ^ L w fl) " leometncally isomorphic (and, under the topologiee given in Theorem
3.3 above, homeomorphic) to the set of completely positive map# of norm 1 in £(A , fl'). 
We also have:
T h e o rem  3.4. Let A and fl b# C ’ -algebra# Let Ce,(/- B1} dmnotm the  mpmm mitfm
which can he written aa d iffsn m cm  o f  com plete ly  p ositive  maps f 'c rn  A  to  fl'
Then fler{A®mesfl) ' is imxmetricsUy isom orphic to  Cep(A, fl')  under a suitable norm.
P ro o f. Let /  C Her(A®WMfl)'. Then there exwt unique positive map# p ,, p , on 
A ® m ..fl #uch tha t /  =  p , -  pa and }|/)| =  ||p$ }| +  [Ipall (Takeaaki, (6 j, HI 2.1 and HI 4.2). 
Now the map p *-* T,, where 7^(a)(&) =  p(a ® *), is an iaometric isomorphism between 
positive map# on A&****fl and completely positive maps from A to fl' Under this 
^  correspondence, if =  7^,, # =  1,2, then /  corresponds to T =  T, -  T#, so T e
f ^ A . f l ' ) .
Conversely, if T  e  £ tp(A, f l') , then T  =  Tj -  T%, where T | and Tj are completely positive 
maps from A to fl*. Then, by the isomorphism, there exist positive maps pi and pa on
A®wea B  such that T  =  Tp<, i =  1,2. Since the difference of two positive map# is a 
hermitian map, w# have /  =  pt -  p t €  ffer(A ® mmaB)'.
Since pi and p% are unique, so are T, and T#, and thus T =  T, -  T, is the only way we
can write T  m  the difference o f  two complete!; positive maps
Hence we cam d J h e  ||T|lw -  NT:# +  I^K  ^ " (A , fl^ . This w waU deAned
and it is clearly a norm on Z *(A ,fl').
J
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M #  *  P M  +  P « #  "  |p«# +  # p * # "  I / # . " * * *
giveB the result .
We defined states as positive fineur fits^tSondb * itfi bomb 1. However, th e  ceeeep* 
of a state earn easily be defired without the necessity of the space having a norm defined 
ou it. We define S (A  @ fl) to  be A e  set of all &Mmr functiofials p m  A ®  B  c'ich that 
p(sr**) 2: 0 f< M ra il* € ^ ® fl and p ( l)  «  1.
We now dhow tha t S (A d e w fl)  may be SdkedfiM wiA 8 (A  ® fl).
Firstly, it W clear that if p  is a  state cm A@***fl, then the reetrictiba of p  to  A ® fl is a 
state  mi A ®  fl. Conversely, tf p  is a  sta te  on A@ fl, we must show th a t we can extend p 
to  a state on A®ma,f l .  To do this, we will w e the fact tha t to  every s ta le  p  on A ® fl, 
we can associate a Hilbert space Etp, a  representation of A ® f l  on Hp, and a  cyclic 
(unit) vector <F such tha t p(x) =  ( * ,( * ) ^ ,  Sorsfl #  G A ® B.
Now let x  fz A& maaB  Then e  =  e<, *, G A ® fl for all sad the limit w in
the sense of the max norm. Thus |}x(s< — xy )| -♦ 0  aa i , j  -* oo for repieeetttations 
x of A ® fl. We want to define p at * in the obvious way, so we need to dhow that 
limi—eelK**) Since C is comp&te, it safflcas to  show tha t {p(*<)} is a Cwehy
sequence.
We have:
Ip(*«) -  p(*>)l =  IK*< -  % ))23 !(*»(«< -  * ,)^ »  5s)l
& # * / *  - » i c n t i
5  ##,(«! -  *,)##&#* — 0 M I, j  -»  05
Thus p(s) =  !im^_0Op(x,) exists.
To prove that p is well defined, let #  be another sequence in A ® fl such that s  =s
lllfi-i—mae P» •
Then |p(xt) -  p(y,)| ™ \p(xi -  gy)| -* |p(a -  #)| =  0, so p ie well defined
Hence p can be extended to a functional on A®m«*A which w deadly a state  on A®we,B .
Hemce f l ( A # ^ . f l )  =  fl(A ® fl).
§4. a n  alternative A pproach to  the State S paces
Let A and fl be C*-elgebrae and e^uwdbr A ®  f l w ithout way norm on tt, fix the 
i„oment. To each /  €  S (A ®  fl), there mnwHHindto a  Hilbert space fly , a  representation 
xy of A ® f l on fly, and a cyclic (unit) vector fy  G fly  such th a t / (* )  w (xy(a)(y, |y )  
for all x €  A ® fl We will need to  make use of the following relationship between /  sad
T mwmm 4.1.
ProoE: By WmKw*, = # €  B /, (H# =  1)
Sim* * f  is cyclic, the robspsee of H f  epsnaed h f  r / (A  ® B )£ f is dense in i f / .  
Hence j |z /(x ) j | -= » u p { | |r / ( r ) i ) j |: *} =  y €  A ®  B, ||f/|| -  l}.
N<w
h X ' M  -
=  ( ' / ( n r W / . ' /W K y ) *
Pdr /  €  f  (A @ B), de#m# fX * ) -  k f  mil r €  A B B
Then p f  m easily men. e a  C'-eeminorm on A® fl.
No# W  T b# may submet A B(A@ Bj Ws # m t to mho# that suy €  T) is BnAe.
b % €  A® B, them *"* €  (A #  B)&, mad so, by Lmmmm 4 2 of Chmptmr 2, thmr* mmists 
a  > 0 *#ch tbmt *"% < a ( l  #  I) Bern cm, b s m M y € A ® B ,  the map *  »-» y"*y is clearly
positive on A ® fl, we get y 's 'acy  < ay*y  for aU y €  A ® fl.
Thus, if /  is a stats oa A@B aad m *= A® B, thma /(y'm 'ry) < a /(y*y) b e  all y 6  A® B 
Note that the constant a  depends only oa a, aot oa /
So, If /  €  r , thma
so p f {x )  < o l  fo» all /  €  T.
Hmacm map{p/ : /  €  T} mxistm, so #m oemy dedam pr(*) =  sip{p/(m) : /  G T} =
#v(B»X «)*l : /  €  r} .
Thma pr is a C  ssmmnem hmrmwee mach p / is. ft Is clear that pr will hm a C -n on n  if T 
is chomma such that, be each aoasmro % €  A #  B , thmem exists /  €  F such that * /  %) ^ 0
Heocm =  m up^a#*
y / ( ' )  -
M
In th a t cam am call F a  a ^ a r a t l a g  aulM »t of S ( A S  B ), aad  am wtiso A S rB  Cot the 
C‘*-aI^shra dbta-aed by completing A S  P  with t eapect to  pr-
H um sepatsting subeeui F of S(A  ® B )  give m o  to  C*-algebrae A S rB  
C onvm Jy , HP or ia aC *-iiorai m  A S f l^  then fc w t r w  thaS a  ® pp fc® aoM* se$timfcii*s 
aabaet F of S (A ®  fl). For we have seen before tha t if  A &*fl fc a  C'-aljpAira, 
then |ja|ja =  *«|>(|jaw( a ) | | : w m a  atate m
Siam  each such stato w on A®e f l reetrlctii to  a  sta te  w on A S  fl, we may tadce F as the 
set of such restrictkms of statoa oa A 5 « fl. Than F  fc a  separating scL## of S(A  S  fl) 
by CoaoW y 5.10 of C hsptor 2, and p r(* ) =  •«KII*r/( « ) l l : /  e  F ) »  : w e
f l ( A & . f l ) ) . W . .
Let F be  a  *u'o«t W S (A S  fl). If w fc a  e e  A S r A, metoWorn
to 4®  fl fc to  S (A S f l) ,  so we obtain a bijective mapping to m  S (A S rf l)  auto a  subset 
of S (A ®  fl)  whhdh we will deaote fay Sr(A  ® fl). We will somatimaa ideotfl^ S (A # rS )  
with S r ( A S f l ) .
Let /  e  F, Can we extend f  to  A S p fl so tha t the extension will be an element of 
5 fA S r fl)7 If so, then by restricting the extension back to A® fl we will obtain /  again, 
thus showing tha t /  €  Sr (A #  fl), iw. th a t F £  5 r(A  #  fl).
So let * e  A S rfl-  z  *  e<, z< €  A ®  fl, the limit being with m^peet to  p r
Thus ||xg(zi -  a ,) || ^  0 as i,y  oo fi* afl # <S F.
Hence (/(a ,)  -  /(zy )| == !(»/(%  ~  « i)€ /»< /)| <  }!»/(*< -  Z |) | | | l y | |# — 0 ss i.y  — oo 
because /  €  F.
So /( a )  =  iim ,_OD exfcts We have in fact repeat*'* the argum ent uied earlier to 
prove S (A S *«*fl) -  S fA ®  fl), aad, as to tha t case, it  fc easy to  prove tha t the limit fc 
unique and so /  fc well dsflmsA
Thus we have extended /  to  a  state on A&pfl, ee we have proved th a t F £  § t{ A  ® s
Now let F =  S(A ® fl). Then F fc clearly a  separating wibeei of b(A  ® fl)
further, } r(* ) =  *to{j»/( ) * /  €  S(A ® fl)) *■- #up<|(z/ (*)|| ; /  €  S(A  ® fl) )  = 
i |z |U « , i o r a I l s € A ® B ,  s o p r f c  jm t toe max norm. Since F C Sr (A #  fl), we have 
${A  ® fl) C fl^**(A ® M But flr(A ® fl) fc always a  subset of S (A  ® f l) , so we have 
f  ^ . ( A  ® fl)  £  fl(A #  wfafcfc yfcUs fl(A #  fl)  -  f lw .(A  #  fl)  =  f l (A & ^ .f l) ,  w  
expactou.
We continue by ccaaaderiitg toe ease F «  (A* ® fl*) n  8 {A  #  fl) Then F fc a 
separating subset of 8 {A  ® S )  etoce, if *  fc a nonsero efcm eit of A ®  fl, there exfcts 
/  e  (A" ® f l* ) n f l ( A #  f l) # t to  t o #  / ( « ) # &
We have p r(* ) =  8W fl!Z/(s)|| : / € ( A # ® f l‘ ) n  S(A  ® f l) ) ,  * €  A ® fl.
Let /  e  (A" *  f l* ) n f l ( A # f l ) ,  /  w A  ® / , ,  wbsm / :  e  A", /*  €  fl* Item  A  m d  A
M
are both positive, and » /  -  # / ,  ® e ,  T^keeeki, HI.4.9]
So we have, for z  €  A ® B,
P rf* ) =  e e p d k /i  ® : / i  e  A", /«  €  B*, / i  and /» petitfve}
=  ® »i(*)ll : a , ,  # , cyctir representatiooa of A, B  respectively}
=  M W m
r> p r  »  precisely the min norm.
We will use the following result tc determine S min{A ® B ) — S(AS*m*B).
L e im n a  4 .2 . Let E  be a C*-mlgebra with identity, E h the eel o f  kem utien  elements 
0/  S , £ +  the positive cone o f  E , S (B ) t i e  set o f  states o f  £ ,  and Q  a  subset o f  S (£ ), 
Suppose th a t ff  z  €  £» satW es / ( z )  > 0 for each f  €  Q , then 9  €  £ + . Then the 
weak*-€kmeu convex bull o f Q m  S (E ).
'Prooi: See Dixmier, [2j, 8.4.1
We will apply this result with E  = (A®miri B) and Q =  T =  (A“ ® fl*) n S (A ®  B). 
We first prove:
L em m a 4.3. I f f  e  F and y €  A ® fl, then th ze .« some y €  F each tha t 
/(y*zy) =  /(y 'y )ff(z) for *U x  <e A ®  B.
'Proof: Let /  €  F and y e  A ® fl. If /(y*y) 96 0, them define f  by
tf(z) -- for all * €  A ® fl.
Then f ( I )  l . e o f  €  (A *® fl*)nS(A ® fl), and /(y 'z y )  «  / ( y  y)y(z) for all z €  A ® £. 
If /(y*y) =  0, the Cauchy-Scharws inequality yieMe, few any « G A ®  fl, 
l/Ck'ev)!1 =  ( / ( ( a 'v j ’v)!1 < /{ (* ‘y)**‘ y )/(y ‘ y) =«0, so /(y * ry ) »  0, 
and /(y*zy) «  /(y*y)?{*) i* satisfied bv any p €  F.
T h e o rem  4.4. The weah*-dosed convex hull o f F is 5(A ® m<„fl),
P ro o f: Suppose tha t z  is a hermitian element of (A S*<*fl) such th a t f (z )  > 0 for all
y €  F «  (A* ® fl*) n  S(A ® fl). We shall prove tha t « is po titiw , time tilowing ua to 
apply Lemma 4.2.
Let /  €  F, and let * 7  be the usual cyclic representation df AS«, „ f l m  a Hilbert space 
f l /  with cyclic vector </. We know tha t » /(* ) > 0 if and only tf ^  0  for all
C €  f l /  [Dixmiei, (2), l.fi.7]. Since z /(A ®  fl)(y  is d m *  In f l / ,  we §st » /(« )  >  0 if and
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" h  *  & o w  x #  a .
B # ^  * P  w  * * , wlmg W m w t l ,
( * /W * /W ( y ,  -  W W * f W " X # ) ( / ,  ( / )  -  (* /(# '* * ) ( / ,  ( / )
«  / ( # " « ^  "  / ( g 'd X * )  & o '  * e  r ,  «o x « )  & o.
Tkmm *X *) & 0 h f  ## /  €  T TW  A w *  w m  of oD mpooom&mUo## * / ,  /  €  T, k  
»  kom okk  k o m o i^ k m  of ' f  , , , "  pkhoooW, M , U .W |. B«* If o lo om komokrk 
M^oomOoOkm of o C -o l# iW o  A, Aoo *(o) ^  0  «* o >  0 (D bm ko, M , Tkoo #o 
o o o o fW o o « k &
Hmoo, ky Laooo* 4 j ,  Ww #ook*-doo«d oomooi W l  of T lo
C o M B o o y t l .  t  lAo #ooK  cloiOM o f f ) n  *(.4  #  B).
P x o o t  Am ofoooookoiy r okmloHom * e # o  I W  (A" # B " ) n f ( A #  B) lo oomoox Tho 
M Mh #km h& m o &ooo Oho pooolom  Ihomooo.
M
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